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Armageddon? Bring It On:
The Evangelical Force Behind Trump's Jerusalem Speech
Editor Charles Carlson observes: This cryptic account of how Donald Trump has used the so- called 'religious right' to carry out his
own agenda, is from none other than Haaretz, perhaps Israel's leading news publication. The authors are laughing up their sleeve
that we Americans can be led by the likes of Donald Trump and his critical "theological" support base of some 60 million who really
do believe what Haaretz finds to be so strange. We will not live in peace, nor will the rest of the world until these well-meaning
zealots recognize themselves as victims of a crackpot religious hodgepodge that calls itself Christian Zionism. - Editor CEC
Haaretz writes: "The U.S. evangelical community is in raptures over Trump's decision to declare Jerusalem the capital of
Israel, believing it moves the world closer to Armageddon"
"Trump is showing love to Israel because evangelical voters form the crucial linchpin in his relatively small but solid support base.
Evangelical voters threw their support behind Trump in 2016 at a higher rate than any previous presidential candidate ? giving him
81 percent of their vote, even more than they gave to fellow evangelical George W. Bush.
It was these Christian evangelicals ? and Pence, an evangelical himself and a prominent touchstone of their influence in the Trump
administration ? that were clearly the driving force behind the Jerusalem declaration."
"Furthermore, the fact the evangelical community's desire to see Jerusalem being irrevocably in Israeli hands is based on religious
beliefs rather than practical political concerns means that a fear of the anticipated violent reaction from Palestinians and the Arab
world was easily dismissed as irrelevant by Trump and the decision-makers around him."
Full Story here:
https://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/1.827591
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